NEREA
Job Description
Nerea Belgium S.P.R.L. is searching for a developer to join its team in Brussels.
NEREA delivers solutions in the areas of ICT outsourcing and Customer Relationship
Management (CRM). Client’s needs are at the center of the company’s customer service
philosophy, which is based on 3 key principles: transparency (detailed service monitoring),
an in-house project methodology which is integrated into the client’s infrastructure and a
personalized approach for every mission. NEREA’s consultants apply the same quality
management whatever the client’s organization size.
This position requires working 85% on Nerea’s office in Brussels, there is possibilities to
intervene on with Nerea consultant to customer’s site.
For more information: www.nerea.com

Requirements:




Establishing a detailed program specification through discussion with customers and
consultant
Breaking down program specification into its simplest elements and translating this
logic into a programming language



Devising possible solutions to predicted problems, evaluating other options



Combining all elements of the program design and testing it.



Testing sample data sets to check that output from the program works as intended



Reacting to problems and correcting the program as necessary



Increasing program operating efficiency and adapting to new requirements, as
necessary



Writing detailed documentation for the operation of the program by users and
computer operators



To perform Internal Tasks on demand from the IT manager



To keep updated on known technologies and to self-study extra technologies






To report and document all work done in the invoicing system and to do a month
end close
To attend project meeting on PM demand.
To attend specific technical information events, trainings or get certifications on
demand.



French and a good level of English spelling and grammar



Very good communication skills

We offer:


Opportunities to quickly increase your technical competency base.



Integrate a young and dynamic team.



Will be followed and managed by an experienced consultant.

Period:
-

March to July 2013
September to December 2013

If this opportunity is the challenge you are looking for, please forward your application
(letter and curriculum vitae), with the reference to H.R. department: hr@nerea.com

